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Background
• Despite the implications for patient safety, professional standing & education, there is
little research on osteopathic diagnostic reasoning (DR) (Edwards et al., 2004, Thomson et al., 2014, Grace et al.,
2016) .

• Osteopathic DR resembles that of medicine and physiotherapy, providing an
opportunity to apply recommendations from their extensive literature (Noll et al., 2011, Doody & McAteer,
2002, Thomson et al., 2014).

• Build upon/corroborate the findings of previous research & potential to guide future
studies exploring metacognition and expertise (Thomson et al., 2014).
• Need for ecological designs and a focus on the moderators of DR such as context
complexity and expertise (Mamede et al., 2008, Rajkomar & Dhaliwal, 2011, Norman et al., 2013).

Aim: investigate the influence of perceived task complexity on the DR of student osteopaths
Hypothesis: Increased reliance on System 2 vs System 1 when manipulated into a complex
scenario.

Methodology
Diagnostic task

Decision task

•2 complex cases
•4 min per case
•‘Best fitting diagnosis’

•8 literal, 16 filler & 24 inferred
concepts
•Speed and accuracy

Outcome
measures
1.Response time (RT)
(ms)
2.Error rate (ER) (%)

How it works?
•Concepts act as surrogate markers of reasoning mode:
•System 1 = Literal concepts
•System 2 = Inferred concepts
•Decision task performance can be used to infer DR approach during the diagnostic
task:
• ER & RT = high recruitment
• ER & RT = low recruitment

All materials and procedures obtained from Esteves (2011) & Mamede et al., (2008)
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Figure 1. Mean error rates as a function of concept type and context. (* = p ≤ 0 .0055)
50% increase in ER for literal concepts in the complex context
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Figure 2. Mean response time ± CI (95%) as a function of concept type and context. (* = p ≤
0.0055)
Reduction in RT for filler concepts in the complex context

Discussion
•Initial prediction not met  absence of reasoning shift or reduced sensitivity to manipulation?
• Impairment in the judgement of literal concept suggestive of increased System 2 recruitment
(Croskerry, 2009a).

•Consistent with previous literature on DR/expertise in osteopathy (Thomson et al., 2014), medicine (Mamede
et al. 2008) & physiotherapy (Jones, 1992, Noll et al., 2001, Doody & McAteer, 2002).

Implications:
•Promote the development of intuitive & metacognitive capabilities  reduce cognitive load?
(Croskerry, 2009b, Petty et al., 2011, Trowbridge et al., 2013, Thomson et al., 2014)

•Mentorship opportunities for recent graduates & experienced osteopaths? (Petty & Morley, 2009)

Limitations
• No think aloud protocol  alternative hypotheses for observed changes?
•No concurrent change in ER & RT  weaker inferences.
•No objective measure to confirm manipulation effect.
•Small sample & artificial set up  generalizability?
•Future directions?
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